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Periodical
Retail Design International (RDI) is a beautifullyproduced, 96-page, bimonthly periodical that brings you
in-depth visual coverage of the best new and renovated
stores. Each issue includes international coverage, a
wide range of retailstores, more than 200 full-color
photos and concise editorial. Also included are photos of
store windows and displays with suggestions on
adapting the ideas for your own needs.
In addition to the print edition, RDI Online is the
website-based component of RDI that allows subscribers
complete access to all online content and more than four
years worth of RDI issues. Free to subscribers of the
print edition, RDI Online is also available as an onlineonly subscription.

w w w. r d i m e d i a . c o m
In addition to RDI Online, our website includes partners'
pages, a continually-updated newsletter section and
category-specific digital publications. All are dedicated to
showing the newest trends in the industry. Our online
content is constantly evolving to keep pace with your
needs.
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Books
We publish high-quality books packed with hundreds of
full-color photos. Recent titles include New Trends in
Visual Merchandising, The Office Idea Book: Creative
Solutions that Work, Retail Spaces: Restaurants and Bars
and Store Presentation & Design. Our Retail Spaces
series include Food: Cafes, Markets & Eateries, and
Small Stores under 250m2 (2,700 sq. ft.).

Stores of the Year

RDI Media provides retailers and retail design professionals—architects, store designers, visual merchandisers—the opportunity to both see the best in retail design
and have their own work showcased in print or digital
publications. In business for more than 75 years, our
goal is to always present the newest and most successful retail environments.

Submit your work
One of our primary goals is to offer retailers and retail
design professionals a variety of ways to showcase their
work. We encourage you to submit work for inclusion in
RDI, our books and our online newsletter. Whenever
you've completed a project, send it to us. Visit our website or contact John Burr at jburr@RDImedia.com for
more information.
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Stores of the Year, No. 19 represents a significant
increase in scope for the popular book series. In
addition to the page count increasing to 224, the
book includes the 2012 winners of the Retail Design
Institute International Store Design Competition.
This competition, now in its 42nd year, attracts the
best in store design and is the industry’s only
entirely peer reviewed competition. The winners
shown here include department stores in Mexico
and South Korea; specialty stores ranging from
fashion to erotica; innovations by sellers of paint
and pharmaceuticals; and Mistral, a ground-breaking
wine store in Brazil and winner of the prestigious
Store of the Year award.
Also included in this volume are the best stores
from various categories as selected by the editors of
Retail Design International. This prestigious
publication has been presenting the most in-depth
visual coverage of the retail industry for more than
75 years. The editors’ selections, together with the
Retail Design Institute’s award winners, create a
collection of stores that epitomizes excellence in
retail design—the stores from across the globe that
are leading the industry into a new and exciting era.
Anyone interested in retail design—interior
designers, architects, retail professionals and visual
merchandisers—will find this book’s stunning
photography and insightful editorial invaluable.
Jacket: Mistral Wine Store, Sao Paulo, Brazil
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Landini Associates Sydney, Australia

Retail Design International Best in Category – Supermarket

Loblaws
Maple Leaf Gardens, Toronto, ON Canada

Maple Leaf Garden, a Canadian iconic landmark in Toronto, has
been transformed from an ice hockey “temple” to an 85,000 sq. ft.
urban grocery store. The transformation was the work of the Australian design firm Landini Associates under the creative leadership
of Mark Landini. What was created here is “an innovative and vibrant urban food shopping experience—an exciting experience for
shoppers featuring international design trends such as food theater
and the social facility of a town square to elevate the shoppers’ experience beyond that of a traditional grocery store.”
Working with a small client team, in the 18 month period—from
commission to store opening—various concepts were developed
and tested in an empty warehouse. “We were keen to create a model that celebrated both the food and the people who make the food
whilst at the same time making a visible but ‘food friendly’ statement that was unmistakably that of Loblaws.
“As for the building’s history, we wanted to do this by integrating the stories of the total space as opposed to segregating them in
a corner. We chose many different ways of doing this from marking
the ‘center ice’ by aisle 24, exposing the ghosts of walls past, commissioning a sculpture made from old blue stadium chairs, reusing others in the café, reusing stadium lighting in the double-height
entrance lobby and reinstating an old mural whilst also celebrat-

ing the various cultural and political events both under the canteen
tables and on columns within the body of the supermarket.”
Graphics and signage were vital components of the overall design. “Much of the directional and departmental signage is outsized
to fit within the scale of the building. Many of these were inspired
by what you see in a city street. Each area uses a different signage
type from the battered tin of the bakery, the timber of the sushi, the
impressed concrete of the deli, the bent copper plumbing tube and
neon light of the grill to the supergraphics of the perimeter painted
over the tile, CFC sheet and plywood substrates.”
In summing up what Landini Associates was able to accomplish, Landini said, “I think with Loblaws we have collectively created more than a great food store. We have attempted to make a
place that people can use every day in a number of different ways.
We re-imagined a market square idea in a densely populated urban
context. We also tried to put the ‘super’ back into supermarket, creating an exciting and interesting place dedicated to the celebration
of food. Most supermarkets are designed as ‘selling machines’ with
little thought as to how they can contribute to the soul of the community which they serve. This is something that Loblaws and we
were very focused on.”

According to Mark Landini, “Our brief was to design and help redefine what an urban supermarket store should look
like in today’s market. Quite simply, we were to create ‘the world’s best food store’ including active food preparation
areas such as a full-scale scratch bakery, 14-chef kitchen, pizzeria, grill, salad and sushi bars, patisserie and confectioner,
tea specialist, café, canteen and cooking school, cheese specialist and deli as well as butcher, fishmonger and fresh
produce area. We also needed to develop a blueprint that could be implemented in a number of differing sized locations,
enhancing and building on Loblaws core brand proposition. Additionally, we were asked to consider how to tell the story
of the building’s history in an interesting and engaging way.”
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For the visual merchandising and product display, the design team made use of cross merchandising to inspire
end usage and suggest menus. “All displays are product led and product intensive and we have avoided
display for display sake. We wanted to create excitement at every turn and to that end all the product points
are product- and people-focused, from the world’s tallest cheese wall and tasting station, the tea wall with
over 200 teas, the butcher framed by aged meat cases and the fishmonger with fresh fish tanks.”
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What makes this layout unique? Landini responded with, “We created a modern version of the market town square.
A social hub for the community providing a place to meet, eat and fall in love. A place to sample, watch and
be inspired by the food and the food preparation, where people could slow down, browse and learn as well as
switching off and socializing. We discarded the plastics, laminates and artificial materials of most supermarkets as
well as the generic exposed aggregate concrete floors that litter the continent and chose materials that would age
with dignity. We used concrete, stone, ceramic tiles, and multiple timbers as well as a lighting scheme unlike any
other found today in these types of environments. The specially designed multiple light sources and fittings were
developed for Loblaws to highlight the product and the signage and not to create a bland overall effect. Rather—we
wanted the ‘light and shade’ that one finds in nature —thus providing and encouraging a slower pace than normal.”

Landini Associates Sydney, Australia
Design Team

Mark Landini, Creative Director
Rikki Landini, Managing Director
Karn Nelson, Strategy & Research
Ian McDougall, Architect
Wayne Cheng, Wenny Arief, Interiors
Mariela Tiqui, Graphics
Emmanuelle Hessel, Studio Manager
Base Building Architects
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